Introduction
The discovery of the animal phylum Cycliophora in 1995 was deemed the 'zoological highlight of the decade' [1] . This unique addition to the stable of zoology was all the more remarkable for the ordinariness and familiarity of its habitat -the mouth of a lobster. That Cycliophora was so long overlooked raises the possibility that other animal phyla remain to be discovered. Nevertheless, it is the realm of the prokaryotes that holds the greatest promise for yielding previously unknown, profoundly divergent groups. Over the last two decades, microbial ecologists and systematists have searched familiar habitats, some as ordinary as sea water and forest soil, as well as other more exotic habitats, such as hot springs and deep sea vents, to discover the most anciently divergent of prokaryotes. The pace of discovery of deeply divergent prokaryotic groups has been feverish, and shows no signs of slowing in the near future (J. Tiedje, personal communication).
We might wonder why zoologists took so long to discover Cycliophora, but there is no mystery why major prokaryotic groups have been refractory to discovery: only a minute fraction of prokaryotes are at present cultivable [2] , hindering laboratory study of physiology, and morphology is not a reliable indicator of prokaryotic diversity. Ecologists and systematists have worked around these difficulties through molecular surveys, usually by discovering taxa as distinct sequence clusters for the universal 16S rRNA gene, with or without cultivating the organisms [2] .
The most astounding of such sequence-based discoveries was that all of cellular life fits into three 'urkingdoms', with the prokaryotic groups bacteria and archaea comprising two of these [3] . Systematists have become accustomed to the nearly quotidian discovery of bacterial 'divisions'. Divisions are the largest taxa within the bacteria, such as the cyanobacteria (the oxygen-producing photosynthetic bacteria), the spirochetes (corkscrew-shaped bacteria, including the pathogens that cause syphilis and Lyme disease), and the firmicutes (including Gram-positive bacteria), as well as many newly discovered, but uncultivated, 'candidate' divisions known only by a DNA sequence and a photograph. The depth of divergence among bacterial divisions is much greater than that among animal phyla, with the evolutionary split among most divisions pre-dating the origin of animals and many pre-dating the origin of the eukaryotes [2] .
The prokaryotes appear to dwarf the eukaryotes in the number of species as well. Estimates of total eukaryotic diversity fall within the range of 10-50 million species [4] . Although only about 9000 species of prokaryotes have been described [5] , indirect molecular approaches based on annealing of DNA extracted from the environment (without cultivation) suggest the existence of a billion or more prokaryotic species worldwide [6] , and ten million species within a given habitat [7] .
Here, we address the challenges that the enormous levels of prokaryotic diversity present to microbial ecologists and evolutionary biologists, from the origins of anciently divergent major groups to the everyday origins of prokaryotic species. We explain how the evolutionary changes leading to the major prokaryotic taxa are different from the changes associated with speciation today, and review methods for identifying the kinds of evolutionary changes that have occurred primarily in the distant past.
We present a microevolutionary perspective to studying the origins of prokaryotic species. It is with regard to speciation that we justify our focus on the prokaryotes, which are a paraphyletic group: the constituent bacteria and archaea share certain primitive characteristics of genetic exchange that are critical to their speciation. We review how the most closely related, ecologically distinct populations may be identified, and how their identification has shed light on the ecological dimensions on which prokaryotes diverge on speciation. We discuss why prokaryotes are expected to have higher rates of speciation than animals and plants, and why certain prokaryotic groups may speciate more frequently than others. Finally, we discuss how we can leverage what we already know, and can easily find out, to better characterize the origins of prokaryotic ecological diversity.
Urkingdoms and Divisions

Mega-evolution of Major Taxa
The urkingdoms and divisions within urkingdoms are not just old; they are profoundly different in their metabolic capabilities. For example, while all photosynthetic eukaryotes use the oxygenic pathway (which was acquired from the cyanobacteria), the known photosynthetic divisions of prokaryotes utilize three fundamentally different pathways, with only the cyanobacteria yielding oxygen [8] . Also, while the mitochondrion-bearing eukaryotes use only oxygen as their electron acceptor -in the oxidative phosphorylation pathway, which was acquired from aerobic bacteria -various anaerobic bacteria use nitrate, sulfate, ferric, or aluminum (III) ions as electron acceptors [8] , while some can even use organic molecules, such as trinitrotoluene [9] . These metabolic differences provide ecological opportunities for living in anoxic environments containing different oxidizing agents.
In the case of animals, the origins of the major taxa have involved ancient and unique, 'mega-evolutionary' reorganizations of fundamental developmental plans (or 'bauplans') [10] ; likewise, the origins of major groups of prokaryotes appear to have involved ancient and unique changes in their bauplan-like structures, in this case the cell membranes. Indeed, the chemical fossil record shows that evolution of membrane lipid structure has been extremely conservative in prokaryotes [11, 12] , and the most radical transitions in cell membranes, such as the diester-diethyl transition between the archaea and bacteria, as well as the transition to a resilient cell wall found in the firmicutes, for example, were ancient and unique evolutionary events. We should not expect that microevolutionary studies of recent species differences will explain the ancient, mega-evolutionary origins of major groups, in either prokaryotes or animals [13] .
Why would certain evolutionary transitions, such as the inventions of membrane bauplans, be extremely rare and difficult? The evolutionary origins of complex adaptations have been a challenge for evolutionary biology since Darwin [14] , in that the origin of each individual component of a complex adaptation must yield an incremental advantage [15] . In prokaryotes, evolutionary origins are not as constrained, because horizontal genetic transfer can simultaneously bring an entire biochemical pathway from a donor genome into a recipient [16] . Indeed, horizontal gene transfer was partly responsible for the origins of complex features that separate bacterial divisions, such as flagellae [17] . Nevertheless, that certain ancient adaptations have never, or only rarely, been transferred -for example, 'signature' membrane differences between divisions [13] -suggests that some adaptations are either too complex to fit into a transferable segment, or perhaps that they are too tightly integrated into the rest of the cell's physiology and structure to be of use after transfer.
In both animals [18] and prokaryotes, ancient differences in structures can strongly influence the kinds of ecological adaptation that may evolve by microevolution in the here and now. For example, the glycerol diether bonds of archaeal membranes provide a more ready access to survivability at very high temperatures (>85 C) than is the case for the diester-bonded bacterial membranes; this is because the etherlinked lipids of archaea can produce a monolayer membrane that does not peal apart at very high temperatures [19] .
Bauplan differences among divisions within the bacteria also offer different ecological opportunities. The resilient cell wall of the firmicutes confers tolerance to the osmotic stress of rapid re-wetting after drought. This does not rule out drought resistance in other bacterial groups, but their less resilient cell walls require fastidious attention to osmotic balance through fine tuning of osmolyte concentrations [20] .
The Most Ancient Ecological Transitions
What are the ecological transitions that occurred primarily in the distant past? Our failure to cultivate most divisions limits our ability to predict their ecology, and to identify the most ancient and difficult ecological transitions (for example, those that occur only with the invention of a new division). Fortunately, two new approaches allow us to identify the most ancient ecological transitions without the benefit of either cultivation or study of physiology.
The phylogenetically based UniFrac approach can reveal the most ancient and difficult evolutionary changes by identifying the rarest and earliest of evolutionary transitions across habitat types ( Figure 1 ) [21] . Lozupone and Knight [21] discovered that the transitions between saline and any of various non-saline habitats were the most ancient and infrequent; other ancient transitions were between aqueous and sediment habitats and between soil and sediment [22] .
One may also identify ancient and difficult transitions by determining the environmental parameters that closely predict the relative abundances of higher taxon levels (for example, bacterial divisions). For example, Fierer et al. [23] found that carbon availability best predicted abundance of different divisions in soils, with Betaproteobacteria and Bacteriodetes being most common in soils with high carbon availability, and Acidobacteria most common in soils with Figure 1 . A phylogenetically based analysis of community differences. The UniFrac metric quantifies community differences as the fraction of the phylogeny that is unique to each community. Each pair of communities is analyzed separately. Portions of each pairwise phylogeny that are not unique to a community are represented by wide bars. The members of three communities are indicated by different symbols. A high value of the UniFrac metric indicates that an evolutionary transition across communities is rare and ancient (for example, circles versus squares). Unifrac has the potential to help us discover the most difficult evolutionary changes, by focusing on the rarest and most ancient of transitions across habitat types. The UniFrac approach is limited at the moment to extremely broad habitat categories due to the imprecise nature of published habitat data [22] . The UniFrac analysis need not be limited to community differences; UniFrac could similarly be used to measure the difficulty of any kind of physiological or genomic transition in evolution. Adapted with permission from Lozupone and Knight [21] . lowest carbon availability. Thus, the ability to function gluttonously as a copiotroph, in habitats where carbon is highly available, or to function frugally as an oligotroph in carbonpoor environments, has not evolved frequently. Similar studies have suggested that evolution of pH [24] and drought [25] tolerances are difficult transitions.
The Origins of Prokaryotic Species
While there may be scores of bauplans and extremely infrequent adaptations whose origins we would like to understand, there are likely many millions or even billions of individual species [7] whose origins beg our attention. After proposing an appropriate concept of species for prokaryotes, we will address how the population dynamics of prokaryotes affects their rates of speciation.
Concepts of Prokaryotic Species
The various modern concepts of species all attribute certain dynamic properties to species: that each species should be a cohesive group, whose diversity is limited by an evolutionary force; that different species are irreversibly separate; that species are ecologically distinct; and that species are each founded only once [26] . Efforts to define prokaryotic species according to these properties have differed most profoundly in the forces of cohesion deemed to be most important for prokaryotic species.
In the ecotype concept of species, a prokaryotic species (or ecotype) is a clade whose members are ecologically similar to one another, so that genetic diversity within the ecotype is limited by a cohesive force, either periodic selection or genetic drift, or both [27] . Periodic selection is the purging of diversity occurring when recombination is rare, such that natural selection favoring an adaptive mutation expunges diversity, genome-wide, within an ecotype. Alternatively, in bacterial populations of modest size (as with some pathogens, for example), diversity among members of an ecotype may be purged primarily by genetic drift. Owing to periodic selection or drift, the diversity within an ecologically homogeneous ecotype is only ephemeral. Divergence can become permanent when a mutation (or recombination event) places an organism into a new ecological niche and founds a new ecotype. Because the new ecotype is ecologically distinct from the parental ecotype, neither periodic selection nor drift events within the parental ecotype can extinguish the diversity within the new ecotype [27] [28] [29] .
We have previously argued that ecotypes so defined are irreversibly separate from one another, regardless of the degree of resistance to recombination between ecotypessexual isolation [27, 28, 30] (Figure 2 ). Even if recombination were to occur between prokaryotic populations at the same rate as within them, it would not suffice to homogenize the adaptive, niche-specifying divergence between populations, owing to the extreme rarity of recombination in prokaryotes. Provided that the niche-specifying genes of each ecotype incur a cost when recombined into other ecotypes, natural selection will keep the frequency of recombinant, nichespecifying genes from other populations at negligible levels [27, 28] (Figure 2 ). Recombination appears not to be a force that can halt or hinder adaptive, niche-specifying divergence between newly divergent ecotypes.
Recently, some microbiologists have become interested in recombination as a force of cohesion among closely related, ecologically distinct prokaryotic populations, and their models of speciation have focused on barriers to recombination [31] [32] [33] [34] . For example, Sheppard and colleagues [33] claimed that two species of Campylobacter are 'despeciating' because recombination has recently transferred some niche-neutral sequence variants (used in multilocus sequence analysis and in phylogeny construction) from one species to another. It is important to recognize, however, that recombination has very different consequences for niche-neutral and niche-specifying variants ( Figure 2 ) [35] . [28] . Even without sexual isolation between ecotypes, the equilibrium frequency of recombinant niche-specifying genes from other ecotypes should be negligible. (B) When a niche-transcending adaptive mutation (r*) is transferred between ecotypes, the result is a periodic selection event within the recipient ecotype. Ecotype 1 has recently undergone a selective sweep due to the adaptive mutation in the r locus (indicated by homogeneity at the a locus). The adaptive change (represented by an asterisk and the color red) is nichetranscending, in that the change is adaptive in either of the two niches. When r* is then transferred into Ecotype 2, the result is a selective sweep in that ecotype, eliminating diversity at all loci. Even a single transfer of a niche-transcending adaptation between ecotypes can result in homogeneity across ecotypes in the local chromosome neighborhood of the transferred segment [27] . (C) The transfer of a niche-neutral allele between ecotypes has no effect on the adaptive divergence between ecotypes. The frequencies of recombinant niche-neutral alleles follow the vagaries of genetic drift.
Because recombined niche-neutral variants can persist in a new ecotype, such recombination can be a nuisance for us, contributing to our inability to discover and classify ecotypes, but these recombination events are of no fitness consequence to the organism itself. Recombination may leave its mark on niche-neutral variation, but it is much too rare to cause homogenization of niche-specifying genes; even without sexual isolation, recombination cannot prevent the long-term coexistence of prokaryotic ecotypes as separate, ecologically distinct lineages [28] . Evolution of sexual isolation is therefore not a milestone of prokaryotic speciation, and it is not an appropriate criterion for demarcating prokaryotic species.
Ecotypes may then be defined as clades that are ecologically distinct, so that they escape each other's periodic selection and drift events, without concern for the degree of sexual isolation among them [27, 28] . Ecotypes so defined bear all the dynamic properties attributed to species [26, 27] : each ecotype is a cohesive group (whose diversity is limited by periodic selection and/or drift); different ecotypes are irreversibly separate (because they are out of range of one another's periodic selection and drift events, and because recombination is too rare to prevent their adaptive divergence); they are ecologically distinct (which allows them to coexist in the future); and ecotypes are founded only once.
High Net Rates of Speciation
The origins of ecotypes (or speciation) in prokaryotes may be accelerated by several features of prokaryotic population dynamics. First, because sexual isolation is not a prerequisite step in the origin of the species-like ecotypes of prokaryotes, we might expect that geographic isolation is not necessary in prokaryotic speciation, and we should expect to see examples of sympatric speciation in prokaryotes. One likely example is seen among most-closely-related ecotypes within Bacillus simplex, which are adapted to different solar exposures within canyons of northern Israel [36] [37] [38] [39] ; another example features most-closely-related ecotypes within Vibrio splendidus, which are adapted to particles of different sizes and to different times of year, within a Massachusetts estuary [40] .
The enormous population sizes of many prokaryotes should make imminently accessible any adaptive mutation requiring only a single nucleotide substitution. Also, the most rare and unlikely of adaptive recombination events enter the realm of possibility.
Rare recombination between newly divergent ecotypes may reduce their rate of extinction [30] (Figure 3) . At an early stage of speciation, a nascent ecotype may have diverged only in the proportions of different resources used, and utilize no novel resources of its own. In this case, newly divergent ecotypes may be vulnerable to extinction by periodic selection caused by an adaptive mutation within the parental ecotype. However, a single horizontal gene transfer event may transfer the adaptive mutation across ecotypes, and could thereby prevent extinction of one ecotype by another (while recombination is too rare to hinder niche-specifying divergence) [30] . It is ironic that recombination between nascent species, which hinders speciation in animals and plants, can facilitate the coexistence of young prokaryotic species [30] .
Finally, the peculiar nature of genetic exchange in prokaryotes should promote speciation by allowing acquisition of heterologous genes from extremely distant relatives, as we discuss below.
Horizontal Gene Transfer as a Source of Ecological Innovation
Genome content comparisons shout to us a salient feature of adaptation -that prokaryotes can adapt to new environments and new ways of making a living by acquiring genes and sets of genes from other organisms [41] . Whereas each animal or plant lineage must invent each adaptation on its own, a prokaryotic lineage may acquire a pre-existing, niche-transcending adaptation -defined as adaptive in the genetic backgrounds of different ecotypes -from another lineage (Figure 2) , and use it in the context of its own genetic background to create a novel niche.
Why is horizontal gene transfer so much more important in prokaryotes than in eukaryotes? One reason is that sexual isolation is much more extreme in animals and plants than Step 1
Step 2
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Step 3 in prokaryotes [42] , allowing adaptations in prokaryotes to arrive from more phylogenetically distant sources. Also, the rarity of genetic exchange in prokaryotes allows occasional, successful transfer of niche-transcending adaptations, without disturbing the integrity of niche-specifying adaptations ( Figure 2 ) [28] . Lastly, recombined segments are short, allowing the transfer of a small, linked set of genes conferring a niche-transcending adaptation, without the co-transfer of niche-specifying genes [43] . Sudden acquisition by horizontal gene transfer of an entirely new physiological capability may present a challenge to the recipient organism. Animal and plant biologists have long understood the disruptive effects of sudden major genetic changes on the complex physiology and development of animals [44] . It might be argued that acquiring a new metabolic capacity might be less disruptive to the simple developmental and physiological system of a prokaryote [43] .
Even if an horizontal gene transfer event (or a mutation of major effect) were grossly disruptive to a recipient prokaryote, the recombinant could still be successful [45] . The reason is that a new mutation or recombination event of major effect may bring a cell (and its clonal descendants) into a new ecological niche, where they may use a new set of resources not consumed by the parental ecotype. The criterion for success in this case is then not whether the cell can outcompete members of its previous ecotype; instead, the organism needs only to maintain a positive growth rate in its new niche.
Another factor facilitating adaptation by horizontal gene transfer is that the genes constituting a module of adaptation are frequently linked on the chromosome as an 'operon', where a set of functionally related genes are coded sequentially on the chromosome and are regulated together, as described by the 'selfish operon' model [16] .
Changes in Existing Genes
Even if much of adaptation and invasion of new niches in prokaryotes is brought about by horizontal gene transfer, there is much opportunity for adaptation by changes in genes already existing in the genome. One reason is that transfer and incorporation of a new operon and biochemical pathway might create an imbalance in metabolism, creating new natural selection on pre-existing genes to restore balance; also, there may be natural selection on the horizontally acquired genes themselves to better accommodate the physiology of their new home [46] . Indeed, horizontally transferred genes have been shown to incur high rates of amino acid substitution after being transferred [47] .
The invention of new niches can arise solely by changes in existing genes, as demonstrated by experiments in laboratory evolution [48] . In nature, mutations in existing genes appear to be at least partly responsible for evolution of new ecotypes, as seen in evolution of urovirulence in Escherichia coli [49] , lung pathogenicity in Pseudomonas aeruginosa [50] , host specificity in Borrelia burgdorferi [51] , and defense against different amoebic predators in Salmonella enterica [52] .
Additional evidence of mutation-based ecotype differences may eventually emerge from prokaryotic systematics. However, this will require systematics to change its focus from the presence-versus-absence of metabolic differences, which are most likely caused by acquisition and/or loss of genes, to quantitative differences in metabolic capabilities, which may yield evidence of evolution by mutational tweaking of existing genes [53] .
Some adaptations are expected to be extremely easy to evolve by mutations in existing genes, particularly when a single nucleotide substitution can yield a significant increase in fitness, all the more likely when there are multiple mutations within a gene, or perhaps across different genes, that can bring about the adaptation [54, 55] . Other changes are much more difficult to reach by mutation, for example when two separate mutations are necessary to reach an adaptation [56] .
One limitation of evolution by mutation may be its incremental nature. It may not be possible to reach a particular adaptation because the intermediate evolutionary steps reached through a series of small mutations may be harmful. Nevertheless, botanists have discovered that a single mutation in a global regulatory protein, which changes the expression of many proteins simultaneously, may yield a startlingly novel morphology [57] . This evolutionary motif has occurred in natural populations of bacteria: many independent lineages of Pseudomonas aeruginosa have adapted to human lung pathogenicity by changes in the global regulator lasR [50] .
Rates of Anagenesis and Cladogenesis in Prokaryotes
Evolutionary biologists have characterized the evolution of diversity into two categories: anagenesis, which is the accumulation of changes over time along a single lineage, and cladogenesis, which is the irreversible splitting of lineages [58] . Owing to the various obstacles to speciation in animals and plants, particularly the need for sexual isolation, the rate of anagenesis in animals and plants is much greater than that of cladogenesis.
Because speciation in prokaryotes does not require evolution of sexual isolation, one might expect that prokaryotic anagenesis and cladogenesis might be comparable in their rates, and we recently tested this hypothesis (A.K., J. Wertheim, L. Barone, N. Gentile, D. Krizanc, and F.C., unpublished data). We found that, in laboratory populations of Bacillus subtilis, new ecotypes consistently evolved before the original ecotype became fixed for even a single adaptive mutation, suggesting that speciation may be the predominant event of adaptive evolution in prokaryotes.
Global change toward warmer climates presents an interesting natural experiment regarding the relative rates of anagenesis and cladogenesis. We consider the various ecotypes within Bacillus simplex that are already specialized, through evolution of heat tolerance differences, to the north-facing or south-facing slopes of semi-arid canyons in northern Israel [36, 39] . As the climate of northern Israel warms, each existing ecotype may possibly adapt through an anagenetic solution, simply increasing its own heat tolerance without creating any new ecotypes. Or adaptation may involve past cladogenesis, whereby already-existing south-facing ecotypes invade the north-facing slopes and displace the present north-facing ecotypes [59] . Lastly, adaptation to future global warming may involve invention of new ecotypes, which coexist with the parental ecotypes that spawn them.
Differences in Speciation Rates among Prokaryotic Groups
Consider next why some prokaryotic groups might be expected to undergo speciation at a faster rate than others. One possibility is that an ecological innovation may place a lineage into a new way of making a living, placing it within easy evolutionary access to many novel niches. For example, in the vertebrates, the invention of the desiccation-resistant amniote egg fostered adaptive radiation into many terrestrial habitats. Likewise, the evolution of the resilient membrane of the firmicutes may have promoted the adaptive radiation in this group into drought-prone habitats.
The evolution of developmental independence of different body parts is believed to have fostered rapid diversification in animals, by allowing separate optimization of different structures [60, 61] . A prokaryotic analog may be independence of regulation of gene expression. For example, Pseudomonas has an extraordinarily high number of regulatory units, which may be responsible for the large number of disparate ecological niches held by closely related Pseudomonas species [62] . Additionally, successful integration of a newly acquired locus by horizontal gene transfer may require modulation of its expression [63] , and luxuriant regulatory capacity may facilitate this modulation.
A higher rate of speciation may be expected when lineages are more finely specialized, as seen in moths and butterflies [64] . Likewise, we may predict higher rates of speciation in more specialized heterotrophic bacteria, for example in those organisms whose genomes bear fewer genes involved in uptake and processing of environmental carbon sources.
In some cases, ecological opportunity for rapid speciation may be afforded by the happenstance of living in a hard-toreach region where many competing species are not present, as seen in the zoological and botanical adaptive radiations on oceanic islands. While some bacteria are seasoned worldwide travelers, for example spore-forming bacteria such as Bacillus, there appear to be constraints on the migration of many prokaryotic groups [65] , and so oceanic islands may provide a crucible for bacterial adaptive radiation in these groups.
The Ecological Dimensions of Prokaryotic Speciation Identifying Newly Divergent Ecotypes
Recognizing newly divergent ecotypes will help to determine the ecological dimensions by which prokaryotes diverge upon speciation and by which they may coexist. One might imagine that comparing closely related, named species would provide insight into these first ecological differences in cladogenesis. However, the species of prokaryotic systematics are extremely broadly defined, as measured by any criterion of difference, including divergence of orthologous sequences [66] , genome content and physiology [67] , and most importantly, ecology [68] . The named species of prokaryotic systematics are therefore demarcated more like a genus than a species, at least as defined in animals or plants. If we are to identify the first ecological changes in newly divergent lineages, we have to identify a taxon more narrowly defined than the species of prokaryotic systematics.
There has been growing interest in discovering ecotypes within the recognized species, and they have frequently been observed [36, 38, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . Moreover, interest is growing for a more ecologically based systematics, where ecotypes are considered the fundamental units of diversity [27, 34, 36, [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] . A special challenge to identifying these ecotypes is that an ecologist will not generally be able to anticipate the phenotypic characters that determine the ecological distinctness of as yet undiscovered ecotypes. This is because invention of new ecotypes may frequently involve the chance acquisition of genes from other taxa, sometimes from extremely divergent taxa, and one cannot predict the genes and functions that will be involved, even in well studied taxa [27] .
Longstanding ecotypes may in principle be discovered and classified through DNA sequence analysis [27, 36] . This will be the case under the 'Stable Ecotype' model of prokaryotic evolution, in which ecotypes are formed rarely enough so that each ecotype has time enough to accumulate its own unique set of sequence mutations, while diversity within ecotypes is recurrently purged by periodic selection and/or drift, yielding a correspondence between ecotypes and sequence clusters for any gene shared among ecotypes ( Figure 4A ). This approach has been used for decades as a means for discovering ecological diversity in prokaryotes, and much ecological diversity within named species has been discovered in this way [80] . However, it is difficult to identify ecotypes through sequence clusters, as any phylogenetic tree contains a hierarchy of subclusters within clusters, and it is generally not clear which level of sequence cluster corresponds to ecologically distinct populations. This challenge has motivated the recent development of two computer algorithms that simulate the evolutionary dynamics of The Geotypes + boeing model, in which prokaryotic populations separated by geography can belong to different sequence clusters even if they are of the same ecotype. This would predict a many-to-one relationship between sequence clusters and ecotypes, because the increased migration of prokaryotes brought about by recent advances in human travel could allow different sequence clusters of the same ecotype to exist in sympatry, at least temporarily. (C) The Fractal-like model, in which ecotypes are formed extremely rapidly, so that even the most rapidly evolving niche-neutral molecular markers fail to distinguish the most newly divergent ecotypes. Each molecular marker reveals ecologically distinct clusters that appear to be ecotypes, but more rapidly evolving markers frequently reveal even more newly divergent clusters that are ecologically distinct.
ecotypes to hypothesize ecotype demarcations from sequence data: Ecotype Simulation [36] and AdaptML [40] . Each analyzes the evolutionary history of a particular clade to yield the appropriate criteria for demarcating ecotypes (Table 1) . Another significant challenge to sequence-based discovery of ecotypes is to take into account the circumstances where sequence clusters do not correspond to ecotypes. For example, there may be multiple, longstanding sequence clusters within a single ecotype when there has been a history of geographic isolation [27] (Figure 4B ). Therefore, recognition of ecotypes requires confirmation that the putative ecotypes hypothesized by sequence analysis are ecologically distinct [36] .
Ecological distinctness of putative ecotypes can be readily confirmed when different putative ecotypes are associated with different microhabitats or hosts. We therefore encourage microbial ecologists and systematists to sample across contrasting microhabitats. Also, inclusion of detailed environmental data with submission of sequences to GenBank will allow future ecologists and systematists to discover and confirm ecotypes from sequence data.
The ecotypes hypothesized by Ecotype Simulation, even those within the usual phylogenetic range of a named species -for example, those with less than 1% divergence in 16S rRNA [81] -have generally been confirmed as different in their ecology. Putative ecotypes identified in arid-soil Bacillus have differed in their adaptations to solar exposure [36] , as well as in adaptations to gravel versus clay soil [82] . Very closely related putative ecotypes within hot spring Synechococcus differ in adaptation to temperature and depth in the photic zone [83] , and ecotypes within Legionella pneumophila differ in their host range and gene expression patterns [74] . Ecotype Simulation promises to be an effective means of discovering very closely related ecotypes, as does AdaptML (Table 1) .
We next consider how ecotypes might be discovered and confirmed when the ecological dimensions of their adaptive divergence are beyond the imagination of ecologists. Here microbial ecology may derive inspiration from a biotic approach for characterizing environments, developed long ago by zoologists and botanists [84] . Each site where a focus clade of prokaryotes is collected could be biotically characterized by the whole of the prokaryotic community that lives there, using a survey of 16S rRNA from the community's environmental DNA [85] . The ecological distinctness of putative ecotypes within a focus clade could be confirmed by association with different, biotically-defined types of communities. Thus, microbial ecologists may move all the way from hypothesizing ecotypes to confirming their ecological distinctness, without requiring any a priori knowledge of the ecological dimensions of prokaryotic speciation. Moreover, the discovery that a given ecotype is associated with a particular biotic community may eventually yield information about the conditions and resources required by the ecotype. For example, knowing that an ecotype is associated with the Bacteriodetes would suggest a copiotrophic lifestyle. As more detailed information about taxon lifestyles become known, associations with biotic communities will become more informative.
Consider next how to discover the physiological and genomic adaptations that are responsible for ecological differences. Differences in gene content, as revealed in genome comparisons, have revealed ecological differences among closely related pathogens [86] and free-living phototrophs [87] , as well as in other groups. Indeed, the newly launched Genomic Encyclopedia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA), aiming to sequence the type strain of each named species of prokaryote, is expected to provide new ways of discovering ecological differences from genome content differences [88] . In addition, differences in genome-wide gene expression [68] and comprehensive metabolic analysis [89] may reveal the mechanisms of ecological distinctness.
Any ecology-blind, sequence-based discovery system is limited by the resolution of the molecular markers used, and will not detect ecotypes too newly invented to have accrued neutral molecular divergence. We suspect that a much faster molecular marker, such as the variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR) loci [90] may discern newly invented ecotypes that are subsumed within a single taxon distinguishable by nucleotide substitutions. We hypothesize that the ecological diversity in some clades of prokaryotes may be almost fractal-like, with younger and younger ecologically distinct clades waiting to be discovered by ever faster molecular markers ( Figure 4C) .
Considering that the vast majority of prokaryotes are currently uncultivable, a more general approach toward identifying ecological differences among close relatives will have to be independent of isolation and cultivation of organisms from nature. To this end, metagenomics -high-throughput sequencing and assembly of random segments of uncultivated DNA from an entire community -may provide a systematic and cultivation-free approach to discovering adaptations that distinguish closest relatives [68] . One rationale AdaptML can detect only those ecotypes that are distinct for the habitat variables specified in input. For example, this led to the conclusion that no adaptive radiation occurred within a clade containing V. calviensis and Enterovibrio norvegicus [40] . However, these species are each nearly as phylogenetically diverse as V. splendidus, where an adaptive radiation was shown to have occurred, and an Ecotype Simulation analysis of the calviensis-norvegicus clade containing these two species indicated seven ecotypes (unpublished data). This clade may have undergone adaptive radiations in environmental variables not targeted by the investigators.
is to find niche-specifying genes -for example, coding for ability to use an environmental substrate -whose presence is variable among close relatives. Bhaya et al. [87] performed such an analysis on environmental sequences closely related to one isolate of hot spring Synechococcus, and found that close relatives of the isolate frequently differed in presence-versus-absence of a ferrous-uptake pathway. This indicates that this is a recently evolved (or at least recently acquired) adaptation in this clade.
The Everyday Transitions of Prokaryotic Ecology
What are the ecological transitions seen between the most closely related ecotypes? In the case of pathogens, a change in the host species is frequently observed. Systematics has recognized pathovars adapted to alternative hosts within several species, for example within Xanthomonas campestris [91] , but in other cases host-specific clades within named bacterial species are not recognized by systematics [51, 73, 92] . Closely related mutualists may also differ in their host ranges, as seen in Rhizobium [93] .
Ecotypes of closely related pathogens may also differ in the tissues they infect, which can change the mode of transmission, as seen in Treponema [94] , Streptococcus [70] , and Wolbachia [92] . Some pathogens have an extended environmental phase as they pass between hosts, yielding an opportunity for ecotypes to diverge in their adaptations to environmental conditions [95] .
Perhaps the easiest ecological transitions are those that occur repeatedly within a species. For example, in various bacterial species, a particular virulence adaptation may appear within an individual human host, leading to an ephemeral, virulent lineage that dies within the individual host [96] ; such adaptations may occur repeatedly within a species, as seen in Haemophilus influenzae [97] and in Pseudomonas aeruginosa [50] .
In the free-living heterotrophs, closely related ecotypes may differ along a number of environmental dimensions, including the carbon sources that they can use [71] . Closely related heterotrophic ecotypes may differ in adaptations to physical conditions, such as temperature [36, 38, 39] and pH [98] , and the size of soil [82] and marine [40] particles, as well as season of activity [40] .
Beyond the ecotypes that we can pin to known ecological dimensions, there exist many as yet uncharacterized specializations among closely related, heterotrophic ecotypes. For example, several microgeographic studies have found an association between closeness of relationship (within a named species) and closeness of geography within a small region [99] [100] [101] . These associations were likely caused by specializations to unknown environmental variables, since migration effects could be ruled out. In other cases, multiple closely related ecotypes from different clades appear specialized to the same conditions. For example, the various B. simplex ecotypes specialized to the north-facing slopes of arid canyons in northern Israel likely owe their coexistence to divergence in unknown environmental conditions or resources. These examples suggest that in heterotrophs there may be a world of unknown dimensions to ecological divergence.
Ecological divergence in the prokaryotic phototrophs presents the same fundamental challenge that has vexed plant ecologists -explaining how a diversity of phototrophs so superficially similar in their resource demands can manage to partition resources and thereby coexist. Extremely close relatives [83] and more distant relatives [69] within the cyanobacteria have specialized to alternative depths (and photic levels). Closely related cyanobacteria may also differ in the ions used to obtain a given nutrient element, such as nitrite versus ammonium between closely related marine Prochlorococcus [102] , and phosphate versus phosphonate in hot spring Synechococcus [87] . Closely related phototrophs may be specialized to different temperatures [83] , and perhaps related to temperature adaptation is specialization to different seasons as seen in marine Prochlorococcus [103] .
Beyond adapting to the resources and physical conditions of a particular habitat, an organism must adapt to the organisms that are present, as is well known in plants and animals [104] . In the case of bacteria, predators may determine the geographical distribution of prey ecotypes. For example, the various O antigens of Salmonella each defend against a different species of amoebic predator [52] . Bacteriophage may possibly foster coexistence of closely related bacteria by most efficiently transmitting within host populations at highest densities [105] .
There is also much potential for interference competition among closely related ecotypes through release of antagonistic bacteriocin compounds [106] . More generally, Davies and colleagues [107] have shown that there is a great potential for modulation of bacterial physiology by small molecules secreted by other bacteria. Given the wide diversity of organisms (and their secretions) that could affect a given organism, it is not clear how much of an ecotype's adaptation to a given habitat involves accommodation to the habitat's resources and physical conditions, and how much involves accommodation to predators and secreted substances.
Discovery of ecotypes provides our best window on the early ecological divergences that can set in motion the long-term, irreversible divergence between lineages. Understanding the ecological bases of ecotype differentiation also helps us understand how partitioning of resources, as well as differences in adaptation to physical conditions and other organisms, can explain the coexistence of the many species within a prokaryotic clade.
Discovery of extensive ecotype diversity within recognized species should increase our estimates of prokaryotic diversity, including our estimates of rare and endemic taxa. Even for world-travelling groups such as Bacillus, the discovery of infraspecific ecotypes adapted to endemic animals and plants should lead to higher estimates of bacterial endemism.
Recommendations
Leveraging What We Already Know and What We Can Find Out Prokaryotic systematics is squeezed between the enormity of its task to characterize a billion species, as well as 100 disparate divisions, and the difficulty of discovering and characterizing even a single species. We are profoundly challenged by the lack of a priori information on the physiological features likely responsible for adaptive divergence between closely related species, and by often not even knowing the ecological dimensions by which nascent species are most likely to diverge. To discover the full extent of prokaryotic diversity, even within a single clade in a single community, we have to develop ways to leverage what we already know and what we can most easily find out.
Systematics can overcome its lack of physiological and ecological information about species divergence through ecology-blind algorithms for discovering and demarcating ecotypes (for example, Ecotype Simulation). Putative ecotypes so demarcated can be confirmed by testing for associations with habitat types that are hypothesized by the investigators. Requiring less dependence on ecological insight, putative ecotypes may be alternatively confirmed as ecologically distinct through associations with different, biotically defined communities.
To better leverage our insight and our data, ecologists will need to more fully measure and submit habitat data when they submit sequence data to on-line sequence repositories. GenBank allows for publication of such habitat data, although there is not yet a standardized set of environmental parameters. For soil habitats, this effort may begin with parameters such as salinity, water potential, and organic content, but the parameter set should grow as investigators discover new environmental parameters that represent important ecological dimensions of speciation (for example, solar exposure).
Such a habitat database would allow future investigators to identify and confirm ecotypes, perhaps through Ecotype Simulation [36] and AdaptML [40] . It would also allow identification of the easiest and most difficult of habitat transitions [22] , even when the differences between habitats are subtle. When applied to biotic classification of habitats, a habitat database would also allow determination of the environmental preferences of each of many thousands of taxa, allowing ecologists to move all the way from identification of ecotypes within a focus clade, to confirmation of the putative ecotypes' distinctness, and finally to characterize the ecotypes' habitat differences, all without any a priori knowledge of the ecological dimensions of speciation of the focus clade.
Metagenomics can help systematists around the handicap of not knowing the physiological differences to expect among ecotypes, by providing a list of likely niche-specifying genes that are present and absent in different individuals within a clade [87] . After isolates within a particular clade are demarcated into putative ecotypes -for example, based on Ecotype Simulation analysis of some shared genes -the ecotypes could then be tested for presence of the nichespecifying genes suggested by metagenomics. This targeted analysis of genome content would circumvent the need for full-genome sequencing of every putative ecotype.
Genome sequencing of a single cell, without cultivation [108] , promises to reveal the physiological and ecological differences between organisms of every taxonomic level, from nascent ecotypes to anciently divergent divisions. This represents a profound leverage of inference from well studied organisms to the utterly unfamiliar. However, we do not know the functions of many genes in any genome, nor do we know the genes responsible for many ecological adaptations, for example salt tolerance. Ecological inference from genomics will be an extremely important goal, and fortunately some general solutions are on the horizon [109] .
Lastly, a profound handicap of prokaryotic systematics is that it does not attempt to incorporate ecology into species demarcations, and in many cases multiple ecotypes are subsumed within a single species taxon. To derive the full benefits of identifying ecotypes, systematics should recognize ecotypes as valid taxa, as we have previously suggested [27, 36] .
